Control-M
Output Management WebAccess

DESCRIPTION
Control-M’s Output Management WebAccess allows employees, partners, and customers to use a web browser to securely access enterprise content.

BUSINESS CHALLENGE
Customers, partners, auditors and employees need fast, secure, and on-demand access to critical information. The longer it takes to access and report on information, the less valuable the information becomes to your business. When access to information is not securely monitored, your business information can become a vulnerability.

BMC SOLUTION
Provide fast and secure access to critical information saved in the IBM z/OS repository. Users can customize displays to their viewing preferences and mark up electronic copies, reducing the need to print hard copies. Administrators have full control over access permissions and can protect core content, so users cannot make inadvertent changes.

Easily deliver business critical information, when and how users need to access it.

Easily searchable
Access reports, statements, and other content that reside in various business and archive systems

Personalized views
Customize report views and add notes

Robust data consumption and reporting
Supports multiple data types and file formats, including IBM Advanced Function Presentation (AFP), Xerox LDCS and metacode, EBCDIC text, and PDF

Automatically receive reports
Subscribe for reports or sections of the reports to automatically receive them when they are created in the repository

Provide self-service access to content that users can customize to their viewing preferences
CAPABILITIES

Secured access: Guarantee information is distributed only to authorized users, according to the ownership defined during report processing. Includes all SYSOUTS of the jobs running on z/OS and archived in Control-M’s Output management, when Control-M’s WebAccess is used.

Dynamic reports: Give users the ability to view reports online and mark up the electronic document as if it were a printed copy.

Quickly retrieve information: Give users an easy, straightforward way to define index-based searches.

Automatically receive reports: External users can subscribe to reports or indexed sections of the reports. Subscribers will automatically receive reports immediately after they are created in the repository.

Reformat reports: With Control-M’s Output Management WebAccess Logical Views, users can choose to reformat the report layout to their specific interest for improved readability and focus on the relevant report segments.

Automate approvals: Authorized reviewers can automatically approve reports before they are made available for general users.

Integrate repositories with other apps: The Content Integration Toolkit is a software development kit (CIT KIT) that enables home-grown applications to access the reports repository.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
To learn more visit bmc.com/it-solutions/control-m-mainframe

About BMC
From core to cloud to edge, BMC delivers the software and services that enable over 10,000 global customers, including 84% of the Forbes Global 100, to thrive in their ongoing evolution to an Autonomous Digital Enterprise.
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